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Changes in European Science  
and Art (1540-1800 C.E.)
You Mean People Actually Benefitted from Knowledge and Learning?

Nicolaus Copernicus studying the stars
Source: http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Nicolaus_Copernicus#mediaviewer/File:Jan_Matejko-Astronomer_
Copernicus-Conversation_with_God.jpg

Europe Moves Away from the Catholic Church
Starting in the middle of the 16th century, Europe went through great changes in art and science. People started to  
believe that observation, knowledge, and reason could help them understand their place in the natural world and improve 
their lives. These secular changes impacted Europeans so greatly that historians call this the Scientific Revolution.

Improved Transportation 
At the same time that scientific observation expanded, there were improvements in transportation. 
John McAdam helped develop roads that could be used in all weather, improving the speed of 
transportation and travel. Additionally, new ship technology increased speed and lowered the cost 
of transportation across the oceans.

Baroque Church at Melk, Austria
Source: http://www.stiftmelk.at/englisch/
pages_melk/abbeychurch.html

Scientific Revolution
The Scientific Revolution increased the importance  
of scientific knowledge in Europe. Because of the  
Roman Catholic Church’s influence, most people  
understood the world based on Church doctrine.  
For example, the Church said that the earth was in 
the center of the universe. People generally accepted 
this belief. But in the Scientific Revolution, scientists 
used careful observation and measurement. The 
process of observation was called the scientific 
method. Scientists made observations, used these 
observations to create hypotheses, tested these  
hypotheses with experiments, and shared the  
results with other scientists. 
The first person to challenge the idea of earth as 
the center of the universe was Nicolaus Copernicus. 
Copernicus published a book that explained the  
“heliocentric theory,” the idea that the sun was in the center and the earth revolved around it. He based this on careful 
observations he made of the sun and stars. Johannes Kepler, another scientist, used these ideas and came up with laws 
of planetary motion that supported the ideas of Copernicus. 
This work was continued by Galileo Galilei. This Italian scientist used the newly developed telescope to support the heliocentric 
model of the universe. His ideas clashed with the Catholic Church and Galileo was put on trial. He was forced to recant, or take 
back, his ideas. But these ideas remained popular as more scientific knowledge was developed. 
Another scientist who worked with these ideas was Isaac Newton. Newton was an English scientist. In 1687, he published his 
book Principia Mathematica. He explained the law of gravity and showed how it applied on earth, the other planets, and stars. 
Science was not just limited to the study of the stars. English scientist William Harvey looked at the human body. He was 

Arts and Literature
There were also major changes in arts and literature. New styles of music, painting, and  
literature developed. The three main styles of art and music during this period: Baroque,  
Classical, and Romantic.

the first European to describe the circulation of blood and the function of the heart.
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Connection to Today
What are some art movements, or styles, that are currently popular?  
How did they start? What impact have they had on society?

Resources
Learn 360
● Johannes Kepler      http://goo.gl/MFf53q

Library Databases - GALE

● Romanticism 
http://worldhistory.abc-clio.com/Search/Display/311019?terms=roma
nticism 

Key Vocabulary
Secular: attitudes and activities that have 
no religious or spiritual basis

Doctrine: a belief or set of beliefs held by 
a group

Observation: carefully watching and 
recording of the appearance and/or behavior 
of something

Scientific method: a systematic way of 
studying the world, creating hypotheses  
and sharing ideas

Heliocentric Theory: the idea, made famous 
by Copernicus, that the sun, not the earth, is at 
the center of our solar system

Novel: a long form of fiction first made famous 
by Cervantes

Classical: a lighter more widely varying style 
of music closely associated with Mozart

Romantic: a form of art and music that 
stressed a return to nature and emotion

Opera: a play that is entirely sung; it has no 
spoken dialogue

Fiction: not true

3.

Baroque, Classical and Romantic

Quick Review
Looking at the graphic below which answer best replaces 
the question mark?

2.

A. Associated with Mozart
B. Associated with Bach
C. Associated with Delacroix
D. Focused on nature

The painting below shows strong emotion. Which period does 
it best fit into?

4. In your own words, outline the four steps of the  
scientific method.

 Galileo’s ideas on planetary motion were opposed to:

A. Ideas of Thomas Hobbes
B. Ideas of Voltaire
C. Ideas of John Locke
D. Ideas of European monarchs

A. Kepler’s ideas of planetary motion
B. Catholic Church doctrine
C. the scientific method
D. William Harvey’s research

Baroque music had complicated arrangements and 
many instruments playing together at the same time. 
Opera began in this period. Its most famous composer 
was Johann Sebastian Bach. He lived from 1685-1750 
and was the greatest Baroque composer. Baroque art 
and architecture was highly decorated with marble, 
gold, and silver. The Classical period lasted from 1750-1830. Classical music was lighter and less complex than Baroque. 
Orchestras became bigger and the piano became a common instrument. Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart was the most famous 
composer of this period. Romantic art and music was a reaction to the Scientific Revolution. It was less formal and structured 
and showed more emotion than classical art. It often focused heavily on nature. The best known artist from this period was 
Eugene Delacroix, a French painter who lived from 1798-1863. The most prominent composer of the Romantic period was 
Ludwig Beethoven. An important development at this time was the birth of the novel. The earliest example was Don Quixote, 
published in 1605 by Spanish author Miguel de Cervantes. This long form of fiction writing was new and became the most 
common form of literature.
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